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Summary
Many scientists and philosophers of science are troubled
by the relative isolation of developmental from evolu-
tionary biology. Reconciling the science of development
with the science of heredity preoccupied a minority of
biologists for much of the twentieth century, but these
efforts were not corporately successful. Mainly in the past
fifteen years, however, these previously dispersed inte-
grating programmes have been themselves synthesized
and so reinvigorated. Two of these more recent synthe-
sizing endeavours are evolutionary developmental biol-
ogy (EDB, or ``evo-devo'') and developmental systems
theory (DST). While the former is a bourgeoning and
scientifically well-respected biological discipline, the
same cannot be said of DST, which is virtually unknown
among biologists. In this review, we provide overviews
of DST and EDB, summarize their key tenets, examine
how they relate to one another and to the study of
epigenetics, and survey the impact that DST and EDB
have had (and in future should have) on biological
theory and practice. BioEssays 23:954±962, 2001.
ß 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Developmental systems theory

Developmental systems theory is not so much a single theory

as a set of theoretical and empirical perspectives on the

development and evolution of organisms. The developmental

systems approach has its roots primarily in developmental and

behavioural psychology,(1±9) expanded and amended more

recently primarily by philosophers of biology and molecular

biologists.(10±15) For many, the locus classicus of develop-

mental systems theory is Susan Oyama's 1985 book, The

Ontogeny of Information,(4) wherein Oyama rejected dichot-

omous views of development relying on the division of

ontogenetic causes into genetic causes and generic (every-

thing else, but usually mainly environmental) causes. For

Oyama, as for other adherents to DST, developmental

information resides neither in the genes nor in the environ-

ment, but rather emerges from the interactions of disparate,

dispersed developmental resources Ð hence, the ontogeny of

information. As against the usual interpretation of evolution as

the transmission of genetic information between successive

generations, DST underscores the ontogenetic construction of

developmental information in each generation from both

genetic and generic sources. Accordingly, ontogenetic pro-

cesses are responsible for both the relatively reliable reprod-

uction of type and the introduction of potentially evolutionarily

significant variation. Developmental systems theory thus

offers an alternative to the gene's-eye view of evolution and

development held by many reductionists.

For DSTheorists, genes must be deeply contextualized.

``If development is to reenter evolutionary theory, it should be

development that integrates genes into organisms, and

organisms into the many levels of the environment that enter

into their ontogenetic construction'' (p. 113).(5) In this task of

deep contextualization, a central construct of DST is the

developmental system, defined as ``a mobile set of interacting

influences and entities'' comprising ``all influences on devel-

opment'' at all levels, including the molecular, cellular, organi-

smal, ecological, social and biogeographical (p. 72).(5) This

interactive matrix of resources is contingent and may be

spatiotemporally discontinuous, but the fluid components of

the matrix share the evolutionary task of reliably (though not

unfailingly) reproducing the organism/niche dyad.

Central tenets of DST

DST is not a specific theory, nor do all developmental systems

theorists adopt an identical framework. This duality forces the

imaginative abstraction (or reconstruction) of the central

themes of DST. We have identified seven interrelated theses,

which appear to be accepted by most proponents of the

developmental systems approach (Table 1). A conceptually

similar table also appears in the Introduction to the most recent

book on DST.(15)
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Contextualism
Whether the required developmental resources come to-

gether in the right way at the right time is a matter of

contingency. The apparently exquisitely precise phenomena

of development are not evidence of a program for develop-

ment located in the genes, but only, at most, evidence of the

appearance of such a program. The reliably present, over-

determined, multilevelled context of development is sufficient

to explain the remarkable reliability of reproduction and

development, without invoking the problematic notion of a

genetic program. Moreover, the reliability of developmental

contexts is in large measure a function of their being

constrained, influenced, selected, and even made by organ-

isms, conspecifics, and symbionts.

Nonpreformationism
Despite the common view that preformation and epigenesis

have been reconciledÐpreformed genetic information is

expressed epigeneticallyÐDST rejects the claim that ``genet-

ics proposes and epigenetics disposes'' (p. 114) .(16) Whatever

developmental, genetic, genomic, cellular, and environmental

information there is, neither exists prior to development nor is

transmitted between generations. Rather, information is

constructed anew in each ontogeny. DST is therefore some-

times referred to as developmental constructionism; Oyama

herself has switched from ``interactionism'' to ``constructivist

interactionism'',(4,5) reflecting the perspective that develop-

mental interactions generate new information in ontogeny.

Many developmental structures are not stable and do not exist

before ontogeny, but rather emerge from causal interactions in

ontogenetic space and time. Note that there are both strong

and weak versions of nonpreformationism: in the strong

version, no developmental information whatever is preformed;

in the weak version, developmental information may be

preformed in a wide range of resources (not just genes). Both

the weak and the strong versions deny a unique informational

role for genes.

Causal co-interactionism
These causal interactionsÐsometimes referred to as coac-

tions(3)Ðare complex and not simply additive. Moreover,

causal interactions in development are not limited to gene-

activation but rather involve inducing, facilitating, maintaining,

and participating in time-sensitive positive and negative

feedback loops at a variety of levels within and without the

developing organism. DST-inspired accounts of causality do

not reduce to the formula of ``genes-plus-[other cause, stimuli,

trigger] ''. The nonadditivity of causal co-interactions makes it

in many cases implausible either ``to assign causal primacy [or]

to dichotomise developmental causation into internal and

external components'' (p. 175).(8)

Causal dispersion
As causal power is neither centralized nor dichotomized, it

must be dispersed. Causal power does not reside in any

particular entity or class of entities, but rather in the relations

between developmental interactants. Accordingly, ``a gene is a

resource among others rather than a directing intelligence that

uses resources for its own ends'' (p. 118).(5) DST thus refo-

cuses developmental inquiry on a multitude of factors, forces,

and mechanisms, without insisting that genes are ontogeneti-

cally or ontologically primary.

Expanded pool of interactants
Causal cointeractions occur not just ``between genes and

environments'', but within and between the wide range of

heterogeneous components of the developmental system.

Within the organism, these include the extracellular matrix,

DNA sequences, mRNA, hormones, metabolites and en-

zymes, for instance. Beyond the organism, the developmental

interactants include habitat, behaviour,(2,3,17) temperature,

nutrition, social structure,(18) and (depending on the system)

even gravity and sunlight (the specific impact of these

``environmental causes in ontogeny'' is explored in Ref. 19).

These interactants are often recognized as such within

particular biological research programmesÐtheir interactive

Table 1. The seven key tenets of developmental systems theory, reconstructed from Refs. 4, 5, 9, and 10

Contextualism Life cycles are contingent and contextually determined

Nonpreformationism Hard: No ontogenetic information pre-exists individual ontogenies

Soft: some ontogenetic information, though not exclusively genetic information, pre-exists individual

ontogenies

Causal co-interactionism Developmental causes interact in complex, often non-additive, ways

Causal dispersion Causes of development are diffuse and fluid

Expanded pool of interactants Ontogeny is initiated and maintained by multiple entities and influences

Extended inheritance A large set of heterogeneous ontogenetic resources and means are inherited

Evolutionary developmental systems Evolution is change in the composition and distribution of developmental systems
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effects were, after all, identified by biologists. DST requires

explicit investigation of the specific nature of the causal

interactions between these and other developmental re-

sources before any adequate account of development can

be formulated.

Extended inheritance
The usual hypothesis is that the sole unit of hereditary

transmission is the gene. DST suggests otherwise, holding

that there is considerably more to inheritance than genes, and

that the very stability of genetic inheritance depends on the

nongenetic inheritance of many members of the expanded

pool of interactants. Thus, DST understands ``inheritance''

quite broadly, to include not only DNA and the complex cellular

matrix, but also reliably present elements of the ``ontogenetic

niche''.(20) More fundamentally, though, DST reinterprets

transmission (sometimes understood as simply ``passing

on'') as reliable reconstruction of resources-in-interactive-

networks in the next life cycle. Thus, ``the developmental sys-

tems perspective stresses the processes that bring together

the prerequisites for successive iterations of a life cycle''

(p. 199).(5)

Evolutionary developmental systems
As ``what is transmitted between generations is not traits, or

blueprints or symbolic representations of traits, but develop-

mental means (or resources or interactants)'' (p. 29),(5)

evolution works on elements at all levels of developmental

systems. In other words, since genes are not the only units

of hereditary transmission, selection pressures act on

the whole developmental manifold at all levels of com-

plexity. Evolution is, therefore, change in the life-cycles of

organisms in their co-constructed niches, reflected by differ-

ential reproduction and distribution of developmental systems.

A complete understanding of evolution thus requires under-

standing development, while a complete understanding of

development requires understanding evolution: understand-

ing both ``requires `unpacking' the developmental system''

(p. 180).(4)

Evolutionary developmental biology

The search for links between development (embryology) and

evolution considerably predates DST, dating back to Aristotle

if not earlier. In more modern times, connections were estab-

lished by (among others) von Baer, Meckel, Serres, Haeckel,

Balfour, Lankester in the 19th century, and by (among others)

Garstang, Morgan, de Beer, Waddington, Schmalhausen,

Goldschmidt, Osborn and Bonner in the 20th.(21±25) The latest

incarnation of links between development and evolution is

evolutionary developmental biology (increasingly becoming

known by the sobriquets evo-devo and EDB). EDB has as it

aims an understanding of:

* the relationship between embryonic development and

evolution;

* how developmental processes effect evolutionary change;

and

* how development itself has evolved (Box 1).

The establishment of EDB

Modifications of development or of developmental processes

(the evolution of development) lie at the basis of morphological

change during evolution, as is especially evident in the

production of evolutionary novelties. Most might not go as far

as Charles Otis Whitman, the first director of the Marine

Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole, MA, but they share his

sentiment that ``all that we call phylogeny is to-day, and ever

has been, ontogeny itself. Ontogeny is, then, the primary, the

secondary, the universal fact. It is ontogeny from which we

depart and ontogeny to which we return. Phylogeny is but a

name for the lineal sequences of ontogeny, viewed from the

historical standpoint'' (p. 178).(27) Evo-devo seeks to open the

black box of development that lies between mutation and

selection, and that contains processes that have been termed

correlated progression,(28) ontogenetic repatterning,(29) or

developmental reprogramming.(30)

EDB is now an established discipline within biology.

Within no more than a decade, or perhaps two, EDB has

matured to the stage that there are two journals specifically

devoted to the integration of development and evolution

(Evolution & Development; The Journal of Experimental

Zoology (Molecular Developmental Evolution)). Other journals

ÐAmerican Zoologist; BioEssays; Genes, Development

and Evolution; Genesis; International Journal of Plant

Sciences; TREEÐgive particular attention to evo-devo. Key

early books or monographic treatments on the interface of

development and evolution(31±36) have been joined by books

on evo-devo or aspects of evo-devo.(24,37±43) More are in the

works.(44±46)

Conferences are being organized around EDB themes.

The Society for Integrative and Comparative Biology (SICB)

launched an EDB division with an inaugural symposium in

January, 2000.(47) The Dibner Institute for the History of

Science and Technology at MIT sponsored a symposium

``From Embryology to Evo-devo'' at Woods Hole in the summer

of 2001. Evolutionary developmental biology permeated the

6th International Congress of Vertebrate Morphology in Jena,

Germany in summer 2001, as indeed it had the last two

congresses in Bristol and Chicago. Advertisements for

academic positions now target EDBists. Granting agencies

such as NSF (US) are funding programmes in evo-devo (NSF

published an overview of their approach to EDB in J. Exp. Zool.

(Mol Dev Evol ) 2000;288:285±286, in Genesis 2000;28:45±

46 and in Evol Dev 2001;3:1±2). Science devoted a six-page

special news report to EDB (4, July, 1997 277, 34±39), while

the 1996 McGraw-Hill Yearbook of Science and Technology
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included an entry on the topic.(48) An encyclopaedia of

evolution with considerable coverage of EDB is in produc-

tion(49) as is a volume of keywords and concepts in EDB.(44)

Evolutionary developmental biology has arrived. What are

its goals and how do they intersect, complement or parallel

those of DST?

EDB meets DST

Evolutionary developmental biology is not merely a fusion of

the fields of developmental and evolutionary biology, the

grafting of a developmental perspective onto evolutionary

biology, or the incorporation of an evolutionary perspective

into developmental biology. EDB informs genetics, epige-

netics, hierarchy, constraint (historical, structural, develop-

mental, genetic), unity of type, BauplaÈne (body plans),

varieties of types of animals and plants (archetypes),

homology and homoplasy, morphology, the relative roles of

external (selectionist) and internal (developmental) factors,

levels of evolutionary change, and patterns versus processes.

In short, EDB seeks a synthesis of proximate and ultimate

explanations of biology.

Recent approaches/advances that illustrate the synergy

that is EDB include:

* comparative approaches to embryonic development, with

studies interpreted in the contexts of well-founded phylo-

genies so that the direction of evolutionary change may be

inferred;

* analysis of genes that are both conserved across the

animal kingdom and orchestrate the shared develop-

mental processes involved in establishing antero-posterior

polarity, bilateral symmetry, body plans, and organ forma-

tion;

* a glimmer of light on such major transitions in evolution as

the origin of the chordates, flowering plants and tetrapods;

* understanding how modification of development has led to

loss of organs (loss of limbs in snakes, loss of hind limbs in

whales) while retaining the ability to form the self same

organ rudiments (limb buds in snakes and in whales); and

* recognizing that life history stages (embryos, larvae, adults)

are modular and evolve independently, perhaps best seen

in extreme modification of larvae, and in loss of larval stages

(direct development) in amphibians, echinoderms and

ascidians that normally have a larval stage in the life cycle,

in both cases with no recognizable changes in the adults.

Both EDB and DST strive to forge a unification of genomic,

developmental, organismal, population and natural selection

approaches to evolutionary change. Evolutionary develop-

mental biology views development as hierarchical. Emergent

properties, whose characteristics cannot be explained or even

predicted from properties at a lower level in the hierarchy,

emerge as ontogeny progresses.(24) As two examples:

* the coming together of the optic lobes from the vertebrate

forebrain with head ectoderm induces the ectoderm to

transform into a lens, while at the same time the optic lobes

transform into the optic cup from which the retina of the eye

will develop; while

Box 1. The Aims of EDB, According to Three Practitioners of EDB

Lists of the aims of evo-devo are not carved in stone, even when emanating from the same individual. Thus, evo-devo seeks

to understand, as a minimum:

* The origin and evolution of embryonic development;

* How modification of development processes lead to the production of novel features;

* The adaptive plasticity of development in life-history evolution;

* How ecology impacts on development to modulate evolutionary change; and

* The developmental basis of homoplasy and homology (p. 177)(60)

or

* . . .The principal and inter-related problems are how development has evolved, and how developmental evolution has

resulted in changes in particular structures or features of body organization (p. 75)(26)

or

* Evolution of development

* Homology assessment

* Genotype-phenotype map

* Patterns of phenotypic evolution

* Evolutionary innovations (p. 829)(57)
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* the juxtaposition of the epithelial cap of a developing limb

bud with the underlying mesenchyme sets in motion a

cascade of interactions (epigenetic interactions; see the

next section) that initiate outgrowth of the limb bud and

patterning of the limb skeleton along the proximodistal limb

axis.

Evolutionary developmental biology thus champions a

hierarchical approach to biological organization from the

molecular/genetic to population levels. Findings relate to life-

history evolution, adaptation and responses to, and integration

with, environmental factors. Many aspects of biology inform

EDB, including an historical perspective.(21,22,24,25,50±52)

Evolutionary developmental biology draws from a wide range

of biological disciplines, but has its own set of questions,

approaches and methods. But EDB has yet to draw exten-

sively from behaviour/ psychology (with some notable excep-

tions such as Refs. 2 and 53), is only beginning to re-engage

with ecology and to a limited degree with population-level

biology, and has yet to fully embrace community, ecosystem

biogeographical or global approaches (but see Refs. 24, 30,

54±58 for exceptions). As nicely summarized and argued

by Gilbert,(58) EDBists have to rediscover the close interest

that early (i.e., 19th and early 20th century) workers in

embryology (Spemann, Weismann, von Siebold, Weiss) had

in embryonic development in the twin contexts of ecology and

life history.

EDB and DST both see different kinds of information in

genes and in other units, all equally valid, and all equally

necessary to effect ontogenetic and phylogenetic change.

The continued discussion in the EDB literature of external

versus internal causes may be one of the major differences

between EDB and DST. When EDBists speak of external

versus internal, they are using the phrase as shorthand for the

desire to apportion responsibility to internal and external

factors.(24)

To take an example. A nucleus in a tadpole intestinal cell is

engaged in interactions that maintain that cell as a differ-

entiated intestinal cell with a characteristic morphology and

function. Leave that nucleus in the intestinal cytoplasmic

environment and it will continue to play a role maintaining

intestinal differentiation. Transplant that nucleus into an

enucleated frog's egg, however, and it will cease ``intestinal

activity'', interact with components in the egg, and participate

in the development of that egg into a mature individual;(59) the

nucleus is used to begin another ontogeny. What was the

nature of the information for producing a new individual that lay

latent within the nucleus in the intestinal cell? It was potential:

potential to reside and survive in a different cellular environ-

ment; potential to interact with elements in a new cytoplasmic

environment (the ovum) that fails to maintain intestinal activity

but initiates activity related to synthesis of DNA, cleavage and

the initiation of a new ontogeny.

Evo-devo, in contrast to DST, sees the gene as the unit of

inheritance, and sees gene regulation and cells and cellular

processes (eggs, zygotes, cell movement, cell specification

and differentiation, cell condensations) as the means by which

ontogeny is generated and features modified over evolution-

ary time. The gene is given a privileged position as the unit of

inheritance, but not a unique position as the repository of a

genetic program; in EDB as in DST, the gene is not an

``homunculoid gene'' or ``an encoded homunculus''(4) but

rather genes in development act ``as suppliers of the material

needs of development and, in some instances, as context-

dependent catalysts of cellular changes, rather than as `cont-

rollers' of developmental progress and direction'' (p. 441).(61)

A typical position is that expressed by Dover in observing

development through evolutionary eyes: ``nothing in evolution

makes sense except in the light of processes, starting within

genomes, that affect developmental operations and ultimately

spread through a population'' (p. 283).(62)

If primacy were to be assigned in EDB, it might be to the cell

as the fundamental unit of life,(24) the gene being the funda-

mental unit of inheritance. A distinction could perhaps be made

(and would be made by many EDBists) between units of

inheritance (genes) and units of transmission of information

(genes, cells, cytoplasm, organelles, extracellular environ-

ment). DST does not assign such hereditary primacy to the

gene and would include even more components under units of

transmission of information (extra-genomic inheritance, in-

cluding parental behaviour, culture, environment and ecol-

ogy), regarding all as units of inheritance.

EDBists realize that organisms inherit more than their

genes. They inherit an ovum, cellular machinery for metabo-

lism, mitochondria and mitochondrial genes, and so forth.

EBDistsÐwho mostly reside in biological research labora-

toriesÐsee these entities that pass from generation to

generation as the products of maternal gene action, i.e., each

generation inherits a zygotic genome and the material prod-

ucts of the maternal genome, as well as maternally derived

mitochondrial (or chloroplast) genes. Devotees of DSTÐ

many of whom speak from armchairs of philosophyÐsee

these inherited entities as somehow separate from gene-

based inheritance, as an extra-genomic inheritance; in reality,

epigenetic inheritance. EDB sees the situation as one of two

generations of inheritance in each new offspring, one zygotic

and the other maternal, where maternal covers maternal gene

products expressed early in development of the next genera-

tion (often called maternal cytoplasmic control of early de-

velopment) and the physical manifestation of maternal gene

action as eggs, mitochondria, polar granules and so forth.

Most in EDB are motivated by the desire to bring an

evolutionary approach to developmental/molecular studies on

the one hand, and a developmental approach to evolution on

the other. We suspect that most evo-devoists are not con-

cerned with enhancing, completing, modifying or overturning
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the modern synthesis of evolution which was forged by

Dobzhansky, Huxley, Mayr, Simpson and Stebbins.(60) While

increasing numbers of workers seek to forge evo-devo with

paleontology,(63±67) only few are seeking to forge EDB with

population genetics. With rare exceptions,(68,69) and perhaps

not surprisingly, those seeking such a synthesis came into

(``converted to'') EDB from backgrounds in population genetics

or in theoretical biology.(30,42,57,70±76) Those trained in the

developmental biology tradition, with exceptions such as Scott

Gilbert(58,77) and Duboule and Wilkins(78) among few others,

are less troubled by the inability to reconcile variation as the

stuff of evolution with the apparent lack of variation in deve-

lopment or developmental processes, seeing stages and

processes as conserved, and individual variation as minimal

and seemingly constrained. As with the relation of develop-

ment to ecology, which was important for early embryologists

but now has to be rediscovered, so the importance of variation

was known, and has to be rediscovered. As Whitman noted,

``...if organization and the laws of development exclude some

lines of variation and favor others, there is certainly nothing

supernatural in this, and nothing which is incompatible with

natural selection'' (p. 11);(27) even earlier Balfour had asserted

``I see no reason for doubting that the embryo in the earliest

periods of development is as subject to the laws of natural

selection as is the animal at any other period. Indeed, there

appear to me grounds for the thinking that it is more so''

(p. 343).(79)

Evolutionary developmental biology is a thriving scientific

discipline. Both EDB and DST provide appropriate worldviews

to combat extreme reductionism. While DST may be too global

to be translated into a research programme, it provides a

framework, or a way of thinking, that is operationalized (in part)

by EDB in the context of epigenetics. What is epigenetics, and

how does it bridge the gap between theory and practice?

Epigenetics

Wishing to avoid the implication of a mechanical program,

Waddington(80) initially offered the term ``epigenetics'' as a

replacement for the more cumbersome ``Entwicklungsmecha-

nik'' (developmental mechanics). For Waddington, epige-

netics was the study of the causal interactions of development,

with an emphasis on genes as the primary determinants of

development. Modern EDB definitions of epigenetics vary

considerably, but many maintain Waddington's emphasis on

genes, allowing for both genetic and non-genetic influences

during development, although in its most narrow sense,

epigenetics refers only to inherited structures of the gene,

such as patterns of methylation and imprinting.(81) Ultimately,

epigenetics is the selective control of gene expression.(24,81)

More DST-oriented definitions do not mention genes specifi-

cally, but rather emphasize the ``conditional, non-programmed

determinants of individual development'' (p. 305).(82) Most

broadly defined, epigenetics is simply the study of ontogenetic

interactions, or ``the mechanisms which, at all levels of

organization, are responsible for the transformation of (a

single cell to an adult) '' (p. 140).(83)

Epigenetics embraces the view that there is more to both

development and evolution than genes and gene action. As

such, it is the perfect meeting ground for DST and EDB. If DST

has anything to offer the realm of science, it is in the study of

epigenetics; epigenetics is the practice of what DST proposes.

Yet despite this potential agreement, DST and EDB remain

divided over two key issues: causation and inheritance. The

main tenets of DST argue strongly against reductionism and

the primacy of the gene in assessing both causation and

inheritance. Thus, for DST, epigenetics should include the

active study of all causal interactants, and inheritance is both

extended and epigenetic. EDB, in contrast, continues to show

a tendency toward reductionism and gene-centrism; develop-

mental mechanisms are ultimately genetic (as reflected in the

EDB defintion of epigenetics), and there is no such thing as

epigenetic inheritance.

Epigenetics and causation

DSTheorists see no a priori causal asymmetry in development

or evolution, and no class of biological units (genes, cells,

organisms, and so forth) as privileged or possessing causal

primacy. Rather, DST advocates causal democracy, positing

that, because of their interdependencies and interrelations,

causation cannot be assigned to genes or to environment,

to nature or to nurture, perhaps not even to organism or to

environment. Each developmental interactant has an equally

valid and necessary role in the production of the (expanded)

phenotype; a complete understanding of development

thus requires an understanding of factors, forces, and

mechanisms operating at all levels of the structural and causal

hierarchy.

One persistent complaint against developmental systems

theory is that, while the DST perspective may be theoretically

useful, it is experimentally unwieldy.(84) That is, DST may

effectively guard against extreme reductionism and promote

broader, more integrative analyses of development, but it

proposes no novel research programme. Adherents to DST

have responded to this challenge; Gray,(9) for instance, has

recently offered a diverse list of DST-inspired research

programmes (Box 2). This list consists entirely of existing

research programmes in genetics, development, and EDB. All

pre-date DST, were not inspired by DST, and do not depend on

DST for their execution.

Evolutionary developmental biologists agree with develop-

mental systems theorists, insofar that it is clearly insufficient to

`explain' development solely in terms of genes and gene

action. Epigenetic causation incorporates genetic and envir-

onmental factors; both are necessary for the production of the

phenotype. And whereas the gene is often viewed as evolut-

ionarily privileged, environmental factors clearly affect, effect,
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and reinforce divergence and differentiation of cell (and

species) lineages. Thus, EDB recognizes many causes in

development, and there is no a priori assumption of causal

primacy, at least in theory. In practice, however, many EDBists

continue to give implicit priority to genes, largely because of

their role in inheritance (see below), but also because of their

current epistemological dominance over other developmental

factors. Given the ever-growing diversity of molecular tools

and techniques, as well as the veritable explosion of in-

formation they produce, it is small wonder that EDB focuses so

heavily on gene regulation and changes in gene expression; it

is within this context that the role of the environment must be

explored.

Genetic and epigenetic explanations differ only in proximity

of cause. Thus, biologists ``tend to be either genetic or

epigenetic inorientation'' (p. 156),(85) andapportioncausal res-

ponsibility according to their particular research programme.

Indeed, there is growing interest in the field of ecological

developmental biology (or ``eco-devo''), which is dedicated to

analyses of biotic and abiotic environmental inductions and the

environmental control of development.(19,24,58) Perhaps here,

DST will find its most sympathetic audience.

Epigenetics and inheritance

Inheritance is the largest point of contention between DST and

EDB. In its most basic sense, a gamete consists of genetic

material (nucleic acids) plus the intracellular and extracellular

environment in which (and with which) to begin development.

Both genes and environment are necessary but not sufficient;

remove either, and development will fail. So what, then, is the

unit(s) of inheritance? Although there are hard and soft views

on both sides, inheritance can be generalized as either gene-

based (EDB) or extended (DST). The main differences,

summarized in Table 2, are discussed below.

Of the five categories listed in Table 2, EDB and DST agree

that the first three are heritable. EDB, especially the hard

version, identifies the gene (defined as actual genetic material)

as the sole unit of inheritance; DST recognizes multiple units of

inheritance, of which the gene (so defined) is only one.

Similarly, gene states, which include phenotypic aspects of

genetic material, such as genomic imprinting, methylation

patterns, and chromatin structure, are also heritable. Gene

states, once acquired, may be replicated and transmitted into

the next generation, and thus influence gene expression

patterns in the zygote.

Evo-devoists argue that only genes are inherited, and with

them, the potential to realize the phenotype. Epigenetic

potential is heritable, epigenetic processes are not. There is

an important difference between the ability to respond to

environmental and genetic cues (epigenetic potential), and the

actual responses to those cues (epigenetic processes).

Epigenetics, as a process, is not trans-generational, but rather

is constrained to the regulation of an individual ontogeny; it is

not self-replicating.(86) ``Epigenetic inheritance'' is thus non-

Box 2. DST-inspired Research Programmes, as Suggested by Gray (pp. 202±203)(9)

* Developmental analysis of ``black boxes'': how do traits develop, what resources are required, and to what extent

(and under what conditions) are developmental outcomes stable?

* Extragenetic inheritance: investigate the longevity, fidelity, and impact of extragenetic inheritance, and its

coevolution and genetic change. ``Extragenetic'' factors include methylation patterns, cytoplasmic constituents, and

habitat.

* Adaptive mechanisms of inheritance: test the potential adaptive value, evolvability of different forms of inheritance

(genetic and extragenetic).

* Niche construction: what are the evolutionary consequences of active selection and modification of the environment?

* Contextual analysis of development: study the interdependencies and causal dynamics of developmental factors.

* Developmental organization and integration: to what extent is development and inheritance (both genetic and

extragenetic) coupled vs. modular? And what are the functional, developmental, and evolutionary consequences of

coupling vs. decoupling?

Table 2. Different interpretations of inheritance

DST EDB

What is inherited? Hard Soft Soft Hard

Genes (genetic material) Yes Yes Yes Yes

``Gene states''1 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Epigenetic potential Yes Yes Yes Yes

Epigenetic processes Yes Yes No No

Environment Yes (Some) (Some) No

1``Gene states''� the phenotype of the gene, including genetic

imprinting, methylation patterns, and chromatin structure.
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sensical within the framework of EDB. Similarly, the inheri-

tance of the end product of epigenetics does not equal

epigenetic inheritance. Developmental systems theorists, on

the contrary, define inheritance as the reliable reconstruction

of interactive causal networks. Epigenetic processes are

heritable and are, in effect (with heritable genetic and environ-

mental components), actively and faithfully replicating them-

selves into the next generation.

The final category is that of the environment. Environmental

factors present at all levels do carry over to the next gener-

ation; i.e., they are to a large extent reliably present from one

generation to the next. But to what extent are they actively

transmitted? Setting the two extremes, the hard EDB position

rejects inheritance of environmental factors, whereas the hard

DST position argues that all aspects of the environment, from

intracellular to ecological to social, are heritable, including in

inheritance ``any resource that is reliably present in successive

generations'' (p. 196).(87) The soft views, which agree that

some aspects of the environment clearly are inherited, differ

fundamentally in the nature of that inheritance. Evolutionary

developmental biologists claim that the heritable components

of the gametic environment (both intracellular and extracel-

lular) are products of maternal gene action; thus each offspring

is the product of two generations of gene-based inheritance,

one maternal and one zygotic. In the eyes of DST, defining the

environment as gene-based is gene-centrism at its worst.

Does knowing the maternal genome predict the future

environment of the gamete? If not, and if maternal effects

involve emergent properties (extending so far as to the

environment into which the gametes are placed), then to

describe environmental inheritance as gene-based is at most

a second-order explanation, or gene reductionism once-

removed.

Conclusion

On the one hand, developmental systems theory provides

useful counter-arguments to gene-centrism and encourages

integrative analyses of development and evolution. On the

other hand, DST is not a science and has yet to provide a new

research programme. Evolutionary developmental biology is

now an established science which already provides the

integrative research programme advocated by DST. Both

DST and EDB would benefit from increased communication.

Given such fundamental differences however, bridging the

gap will not be easy.
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